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A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...
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501st Legion, Vader’s Fist - Coruscant

We are in the year 3 ABY (After the Battle of Yavin) and the

First Death Star has been destroyed by the rebel scum in the

Battle of Yavin. This has weakened the control that the Galactic

Empire exercises over the rest of the galaxy. Most planets

have not rebelled against the glorious imperial regime, but the

spark of rebellion can spread from one moment to the next.

And we don't want that.

Our forces have been decimated during the Galactic Civil War

so we must find a way to rule the galaxy but optimizing our

military resources. They will fear the power of the dark side.

Again.
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The galaxy

The galaxy is huge[1]. We have used the data provided by

Henry Bernberg to map it. Non-canonical locations have not

been taken into account, resulting in a total of 311 planets in a

two-dimensional galaxy.

The most isolated planet is Ach-To, which is 1083 units away

from the nearest planet. We will assume that this distance is

the maximum range of our military fleet per unit of time, then

each planet will be connected to all those within a radius of

1083 distance units.

We have applied a SIR[2] model since the rebel scum spreads

like an epidemic. Being S the planets susceptible to rebellion, I

the rebellious and R the ones reconquered by the empire:

If I = 0 : The Empire wins | If R + S < I : The Rebellion wins

Nodes = 311

Edges = 6106

Av. Degree = 19,63

The galaxy

The model
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I find your lack of faith in R0 disturbing

We have done 500 realizations for each value of R0 and

computed the % of simulations that end with a victory of the

Empire. As expected, if β increases (or v decreases) the victory

is less likely.

That’s no moon…

The II Death Star is the most powerful weapon ever seen[3],

capable of reducing planets to dust. By destroying certain

planets we could cut off pathways of the Rebellion's

propagation. To test the effectiveness of our weapon, we have

simulated how the Empire's victory % would evolve depending

on the % of planets destroyed. The planets will be destroyed in

descending order of Betweenness Centrality[4] (BC).

R0=0,2

R0=0,3

R0=0,4

The Conclusions Strike Back

The rebels are scum and can be modeled as a disease that

spreads through our glorious Empire

The odds of winning depend on our ability to repress those

planets that have rebelled (v) and/or reduce the ability to

spread the rebellion (β)

If we want to guarantee the Empire's victory for any value of

R0 we must destroy at least 15% of the planets with greater BC

Do not underestimate the power of the Dark Side. Nor the

power of physics
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“Don’t be too proud of this technological terror you’ve constructed. 

The ability to destroy a planet is insignificant next to the power of the Force…”

- Darth Vader


